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SUMMARY
The investigation of the lateral-directional stability and control
characteristics of a four-propeller deflected-slipstreamVTOL model
in the transition speed range was conducted in the 17-foot test section
of the Langley 300-MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel. A large fairing on top
of the rear fuselage was needed to eliminate directional instability
in the power-off flaps-retracted condition. Even with this fairing
some instability at small sideslip angles remained for power-on con-
ditions with low flap deflections. The configuration exhibited a high
level of dihedral effect which, coupled with the directional instability,
will probably produce an undesirable Dutch _oll oscillation.
INTRODUCTION
A wind-tunnel investigation has been made of a i/5-scale model of
a four-propeller deflected-slipstream VTOL (vertical take-off and
landing) airplane to determine the performance and stability and con-
trol characteristics in hovering and in transition to forward flight.
The transition investigation was made in the 17-foot test section of
the Langley 300-MPH 7- by lO-foot tunnel; the hovering investigation
was made in an adjacent static room.
The investigation covered the complete range of flap deflections
and power conditions through the transition speed range from hovering
to forward (flaps retracted) flight. This paper presents the results
of the investigation of the lateral-directional stability and control
characteristics, including tests in the region of ground effect. An
analysis of some of the significant lateral-directional stability and
control characteristics is included. The performance and longitudinal
stability and control characteristics are presented in reference i.
2SYMBOLS
The force and momentcoefficients presented are based on the
dynamic pressure in the slipstream. This system is used because, when
a wing is located in a propeller slipstream, large forces and moments
can be produced even though the free-stream velocity decreases to zero.
In this condition, coefficients based on the free-stream dynamic pres-
sure approach infinity and therefore becomemeaningless. It appears
appropriate, therefore, to base the coefficier_ts on the dynamic pressure
in the propeller slipstream. The coefficients based on this dynamic pres-
sure are indicated in the present paper by the use of the subscript s.
The relations between the thrust and dynamic pressure in the slipstream
have been derived in reference 2. The more f_niliar coefficient forms
based on the free-stream dynamic pressure can be found by dividing
CL's The positive sense of forces,fby \l - CT,s/_ that is, C L - 1 CT,s
moments, and angles is indicated in figure i. The moments are presented
with reference to the center of gravity located at the projection of
the wing 40-percent-chord point on the thrust line as shown in
figure 2(a).
b wing span, 6.55 ft
c wing chord, 1.166 ft
C a aileron chord, 0.466 ft
Ch,a
CL
aileron hinge-moment coefficient,
lileron hinge moment
qs(2Sa)ca
lift coefficient based on free stresm,
L
L
CL, s lift coefficient based on slipstrean,
qs S
C_ rolling-moment coefficient,
M X
M X
C Z, s rolling-moment coefficient,
qs Sb
L
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Cm, s
Cn
CT,s
CX,s
Cy,s
D
F
F X
Fy
h
it
L
MX
My
Mz
pitching-moment coefficient,
qs Sc
yawing-moment coefficient,
M Z
incremental change in directional-stability parameter
yawing-moment coefficient,
qs Sb
thrust coefficient,
T
qsN_ 2
longitudinal-force coefficient,
FX
qs S
side-force coefficient, Fy
qs S
propeller diameter, 1.55 ft
resultant force, ib
longitudinal force, ib
side force, ib
height of wheels above ground, ft
horizontal-tail incidence, deg
lift, ib
rolling moment, ft-lb
pitching moment, ft-lb
yawing moment, ft-lb
. N number of propellers
4as
S
Sa
T
v_
V
c_
5a
gf,S
gf,R
Br
e
P
Subscripts :
0
S
S
R
dynamic pressure in slipstream,
_Pvc._2 + _4T2 , ib/sq ft
wing area, 7.65 sq ft
aileron area per semispan, 0.692 sq ft
total thrust_ ib
free-streamvelocity, ft/sec
velocity in flight, knots
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
aileron deflection, deg
sliding-flap deflectionj deg
rear-flap deflection, deg
rudder deflection, deg
slipstream turning angle (static te_ts),
mass density of air_ slugs/cu ft
power-off flaps-retracted condition
based on slipstream
sliding flap
rear flap
tan_l L
-- deg
FX '
L
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Drawings of the model with pertinent dimensions are presented in
figure 2; photographs of the model mounted for testing are presented
in figure 3. The wing employed an NACA 4415 airfoil section and was
set at 5° nose-up incidence to the fuselage reference line, which was
parallel to the normal position of the propeller thrust axis. The flap
system consisted of a 50-percent-chord sliding flap and a 30-percent-
chord slotted flap as shown in figure 2(b). The radius of the sliding
flap was approximately 20 percent of the wing chord, and the ordinates
of the slotte_ flap are shown in figure 2(b). The combinations of flap
deflections used in the investigation and the system used to designate
the flap deflections in the figures and text are as follows:
Sliding-flap deflection,
_f_S' deg
0
i0
20
3o
40
5o
Rear-flap deflection,
_f_R' deg
0
8.2
15
2O-7
24
25
Designation:]
_f_S/bf_R
oi0
lO/8.2
2oI1_ 1
30/20.7
40/24
50/25
In addition_ the rear or slotted flap was constructed in two pieces
so that the outboard element could be deflected as an aileron.
The model was constructed of a steel frame to carry the loads and
wood covering to give the desired contours. The three-blade propellers
were made of aluminum alloy and driven by variable-frequency electric
motors. The speed of each propeller was determined by observing a
stroboscopic-type indicator into which was fed the output frequency of
small alternators connected to each motor shaft. The outboard propellers
rotated against the tip vortices (right-hand rotation on the right wing;
left-hand rotation on the left wing) and for most of the tests the
inboard propellers rotated in the opposite direction.
The lift_ longitudinal force_ pitching moment_ rolling moment_
yawing moment_ and side force were measured on an internally mounted
strain-gage balance# also_ the hinge moment of the aileron was meas-
ured by a strain-gage beam. The reference point for this hinge moment
is shown in figure 2(b).
The flap and aileron settings were fixed by interchangeable blocks;
the stabilizer and rudder were set at fixed positions by inserting
dowels in predrilled setting holes.
6Several modifications to the fuselage and vertical tail were tested
during the investigation. These are shown in figures 4, 5, and 6. The
top fuselage fairing (figs. 4(b) and 5) was constructed of balsa wood
and heavy manila paper. The dorsal fin, spoilers, lower fuselage fairing,
and vertical-tail extension were made of heavy cardboard and the auxil-
iary vertical tails were made of sheet alumirum.
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS
The investigation was made in the 17-foot test section of the
Langley 300-MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel, which _s described in the appendix
to reference 3. In order to minimize the time required for the tests,
the operating conditions were chosen so that only two propeller-blade
angles were required. A blade angle of 5° wes used for tests at thrust
coefficients of 0.60 and above and a blade azLgle of 13 ° was used for
the lower thrust coefficients and for propel]er-windmilling tests. A
propeller rotational speed of 6,000 rpm was used with the 5° blade
angle and 4,000 rpm was used with the 13 ° blade angle. The thrust of
the four propellers was determined at each tunnel speed by taking the
difference between the measured longitudinal force with the propellers
operating and the propeller-off longitudinal force (drag) at zero angle
of attack with the flaps retracted.
The test procedure consisted of setting the propeller rotational
speed with the model at zero angle of attack and then increasing the
tunnel speed until zero longitudinal force wss reached. This tunnel
speed, which corresponded to the condition fcr steady level flight at
zero angle of attack (when lift is scaled up to the airplane weight),
was held constant as the data were taken through the sideslip-angle
range. Usually, subsequent tests were made at angles of attack with
speeds above and below the tunnel speed for steady level flight at
zero angle of attack in order to provide data for the conditions of
acceleration and deceleration.
The slipstream dynamic pressure varied from about 5.8 to 5.0 pounds
per square foot. A free-stream dynamic pressure of 5.0 pounds per
square foot was used for the propeller-off an_ propeller-wlndmilling
tests. The Reynolds number of the flow in the slipstream based on the
wing chord of 1.166 feet varied from 0.42 × 106 to 0.49 × 106 .
Errors in the free-stream velocity due to blockage and slipstream
contraction were estimated and were found to oe small, and therefore
corrections were not applied. The jet-boundary corrections applied to
the angle of attack and longitudinal force were estimated for a square
test section by a method similar to that of r_ference 4. Inasmuch as
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these corrections depend on the circulation about the wing, it was
necessary to subtract the direct thrust contribution to lift before
applying them. The following relations were used:
= CSneasure d + 0.239CL, I
CX, s = Cx,s,measured - 0.O042(CL,I)2(I - CT,s)
where CL, I is the increment of lift coefficient that is approximately
proportional to circulation and is obtained by subtracting the direct
thrust contribution as follows:
CL, I =
4_o2
_ 4 F sin(8 + _)
CL, s CT, s S T
i - CT, s
where e and F/T are the turning angle and thrust-recovery factor
determined from static tests (ref. 1).
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of the investigation are presented in the following
figures:
Figures
Basic data:
Flaps-retracted condition:
Characteristics of original configuration (power-off). 7
Effect of modifications (power-off) ........... 8 to lO
Effect of power .................... ll
Effect of flap deflection and power-on stability:
Out of ground-effect region .............. 12
In ground-effect region ................ 13
Aileron effectiveness:
Out of ground-effect region .............. 14
In ground-effect region ................ 15
Rudder effectiveness .................. 16
Characteristics through 180 ° sideslip-angle range 17 to 18
Aileron hinge moment .................. 19
Analysis:
Stability:
Out of ground-effect region ...............
Effect of ground proximity ...............
Aileron effectiveness ..................
Rudder effectiveness ..................
Figures
20
21
22
e3
Extraneous symbols on the zero axes of figures 7 to 18 are refer-
ence points printed by the machine used for plotting the data.
DISCUSSION
Stability Characteristics, Power Off
Original confisuration.- The basic tail-on and tail-off lateral-
directional stability characteristics of the model 3 before modifica-
tion, are shown in figure 7. The tail-on data show directional stability
at large sideslip angles but indicate instability at sideslip angles
near zero. This instability is about equivalent to the directional
instability with the tail off and indicates the equivalent of zero
vertical-tail effectiveness at small sideslip angles. Several factors
contributed to this loss in directional stability. A large separated
wake originated on the steep slope of the fuselage upper surface near
the wing trailing edge. This wake reduced tile effective dynamic pres-
sure at the vertical tail. Also, the rear p lrt of the fuselage has an
inverted-triangular cross section and is inclined at a large angle to
the direction of flight so that a component )f the flow approaches
from the base of the triangle. Through the ]se of tufts on the fuse-
lage sides, it was observed that the flow, w!len the model was at a
sideslip angle, was attached on the side from which the relative wind
approached and was separated on the opposite side. The data of ref-
erence 5 indicate that the side force on thi_ part of the fuselage
under these flow conditions was probably toward the side with the
attached flow and thus in a direction to redlce the stability. Also,
changing the horizontal-tail incidence from ,)o to -7.5 ° increased the
instability, probably because of flow separa%ion at the Juncture.
Reference i indicates, however, that positiw_ incidence settings will
be required through most of the flight regime and that negative inci-
dence angles of about 7.5 ° will be needed only in demonstrating power-
off stalls.
Effect of modifications.- Numerous attempts were made to reduce
or eliminate the instability at small yaw a_les. Some of these attempts
were also made to gain an insight into the r_asons for the loss in
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stability described in the preceding section. Figure 8 shows the effect
of adding vertical surface area. As can be seen, the stability was
improved, but a small unstable or neutrally stable region remained,
primarily because these fixes did not affect the basic causes of the
problem.
Figure 9 presents the results of some attempts to prevent flow
attachment on the sides of the inverted-triangular fuselage by placing
spoilers vertically along the side of the fuselage a short distance
behind the wing trailing edge and longitudinally along the top edge of
the fuselage. In general_ the spoilers were not able to maintain a
separated flow condition except when both systems were used together
(side and top spoilers). In fact, the top spoilers alone increased
the instability somewhat.
The addition of a fairing to the top of the fuselage (as shown in
figs. 4(b) and 5) produced a configuration with directional stability
throughout the sideslip-angle range (fig. I0). This fairing eliminated
the separated-flow region on the top of the fuselage and was faired
into the sides of the fuselage so that separation from the fuselage
sides was minimized. Refairing the lower rear part of the fuselage 3
as shown in figure 6_ with the top fairing off also reduced the insta-
bility (fig. i0) but was not as effective as fairing the top of the
fuselage.
The effect of enclosing the cockpit (fig. i0) was small and
generally within the accuracy of the data.
Stability and Control Characteristics_ Power On
Effect of power and flap deflection on stability.- The character-
istics of the model with the windmilling propeller are not very dif-
ferent from the characteristics of the model with the propeller off.
(See figs. 7 to ii.) In general, the propellers would be expected to
produce a destabilizing contribution because of their fin effect, as
discussed in reference 6; however, in the present tests the propellers
are only a short distance ahead of the moment-reference point. As a
result the expected decrease in directional stability as calculated
from reference 6 is about ACn_ = -0.00027_ which, as can be seen from
the scatter of the data 3 is about the order of accuracy of the present
results.
The effect on the directional stability of applying power with
flaps retracted is also shown in figure ii (CT, s = 0.33) and is
destabilizing, as would be expected. The magnitude of the reduction
in stability, however_ is much greater than would be expected. Esti-
mates of the destabilizing effect of applying power_ made by the method
lO
of reference 6, indicate a destabilizing momentfrom the propellers of
only about ACn_ = 0.00032. Even adding the dLrect momentson the pro-
pellers from the data of reference 3 (which are also destabilizing and
which were not considered in ref. 6) increases this increment to only
&Cn_= 0.0005, whereas the experimental data (fig. ll) indicate an
increment of ACn_ = -0.0012.
The lateral stability characteristics of _hemodified model (top
fuselage fairing on) with the combinations of flap deflection and thrust
coefficients required throughout the transition speed range are presented
in figure 12 and are summarizedin figure 20. At the lower speeds and
flap deflections of 50/25 and 40/243 the model exhibits neutral stability
or a low level of directional instability which is generally independent
of angle of attack (figs. 12(e) and (f)). With flap deflections of
20/15 and 10/8.2 (figs. 12(b) and (c)) the model is directionally stable
at angles of attack of l0 ° and 20° within the sideslip-angle range of
the investigation; however, it is directional_r unstable for small side-
slip angles at _ = 0° and _ = -lO°. It is believed that the insta-
bility at zero and negative angles of attack (flaps retracted and
deflected) is due to the previously discussed flow across the inverted-
triangular cross section of the rear fuselage. Although the fuselage
fairing is installed, someflow separation apparently occurs on the
side of the fuselage(downstream side with respect to the componentof
velocity due to sideslip) with the result that the attached flow on
the upstream side produces a force on the rear part of the fuselage in
a destabilizing direction. The increased slipstream velocity due to
power and the increased downwardcomponentof this velocity due to flap
deflection aggravate the situation, whereas in._reasing the angle of
attack more nearly alines the rear part of the fuselage with the free-
stream velocity, thus reducing the componentof flow across the fuselage
and reducing or eliminating the destabilizing forces. If the reduction
in directional stability were caused by flow separation with a corre-
sponding reduction in dynamic pressure in the region of the vertical
tail, the effects of increasing angle of attack would be expected to
reduce the directional stability rather than increase it.
The variations of the directional-stabili_;y parameter 8Mz and
_x 3_
the dihedral-effect parameter _ experience,_ in steady-level-flight
transition are shown in figure 20 and compared with the variations that
would exist if the power-off characteristics were maintained for all
flap deflections and thrust coefficients required in the transition.
As previously discussed, the configuration exhibits directional insta-
bility at small sideslip angles for the lower flap deflections (40 to
50 knot-speed range) but exhibits directional _tability at large side-
slip angles.
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There appears to be little effect of power on dihedral effect
(fig. 20); however, the general level of dihedral effect is very high,
as might be expected from the high wing-fuselage Juncture, the four
high wing-nacelle Junctures, and the high vertical tail topped by a
horizontal tail. This high level of dihedral effect coupled with the
directional instability at small sideslip angles will probably produce
poor flying qualities, such as a poorly damped Dutch roll oscillation,
in the transition speed range.
Effects of ground on stability.- The effects of proximity of the
ground on the characteristics with flap deflections of 50/25 and 30/20.7
are presented in figure 13, and summarized in figure 21. Very large
increases in both dihedral effect _MX and directional stability 8Mz
were experienced with the 50/25 flap setting. Similar effects of the
ground have been experienced on another deflected-sllpstream configura-
tion in an unpublished investigation. The reasons for these large
effects of the ground are not understood but may be associated with
the tendency of the free-stream flow to decrease the spanwise flow of
the slipstream from under the forward wing tip when the model is side
slipped. Decreasing the amount of air escaping at the wing tip would
increase both the turning angle and the thrust-recovery factor of the
leading wing and thus would increase both the directional stability
and the dihedral effect.
Aileron effectiveness.- The aileron effectiveness is shown in
figures 14 and 15 and is summarized in figure 22. The power-off flaps-
retracted data of figure 14(a) show roll-control effectiveness with
only moderate yawing moment due to aileron deflection (except at high
angles of attack and high deflections), as would be expected. As the
flaps are deflected and the speed is decreased, the yawing moment due
to aileron deflection increases (fig. 22) and the rolling moment
decreases until, with a flap setting of 50/25, the ailerons give pri-
marily yaw control and little roll control. The exact manner in which
the aileron deflections are to be phased out and the change in propeller-
blade angle phased in as roll control on the airplane when the flap
deflection is increased is not known. The data of figures 14, 15, and
22 can be used in designing proper programing of aileron deflection
and propeller-blade-angle change with flap deflection. Another point
to consider in matching such a control system is the almost complete
lack of roll control at angles of attack beyond the stall with flaps
deflected (figs. 14(a), (b), and (c)), which would indicate the desir-
ability of using the propeller-blade-angle change for control in at
least part of the roll control down to very low flap deflections. The
large yawing moments obtained from the ailerons are in the direction
12
to counter the yawing momentsthat would resist from using the change
in propeller-blade angle as roll control at icw flap deflections.
The data also indicate the possibility of using the ailerons for
yaw control at high flap deflections. This w_ll eliminate the need for
using the tail fan for yaw control and will ir_crease the amount of tail-
fan thrust available for pitch control.
Comparisonbetween the data of figure 15, obtained with the model
in the presence of the ground board, and the @atafrom tests with the
ground board removed (fig. 14) indicate very ]ittle effect of the ground
board on the aileron effectiveness.
Rudder effectiveness.- The effects of rudder deflection are pre-
sented in figure 16 and summarized in figure 23. Also in figure 23,
the rudder effectiveness with power on and flaps retracted is compared
with variations that would be obtained if the power-off level of
effectiveness were maintained through the transition speed range. The
good agreement shown indicates that, as with the horizontal tail
(ref. i), the rudder is operating in essentiaJly free-stream conditions.
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Effect of 180 ° Sideslip A_les
A few tests were made with the flaps deflected for hovering
(50/25) through a sideslip-angle range from -25 ° to 180 ° to obtain some
information about flying sideways and backwar@ s. The data are pre-
sented in figures 17 and 18. Note the large changes in longitudinal-
force coefficient and the losses in lift associated with large sideslip
angles for all thrust coefficients except the highest (CT, s = 0.995).
Apparently very high nose-up attitudes will b_ required for rearward
flight, and large rolling and yawing moments _dll have to be countered
in order to fly sideways.
CONCLUSIONS
The wind-tunnel investigation of the lateral stability and control
characteristics of a i/5-scale model of a defilected-slipstream VTOL
airplane indicates the following conclusions:
i. The original model exhibited directioltal instability under
power-off flaps-retracted conditions, primari2y because of the pecu-
liarities of the shape of the rear part of the fuselage. Adding a
large fairing to the top of the fuselage eliminated the instability
for the power-off flaps-retracted condition, _,ut some instability
13
remained at small sideslip angles for the low to moderate flap deflec-
tions with power on.
2. The configuration exhibited a high level of dihedral effect
which_ coupled with the directional instability at small sideslip
angles_ will probably result in an undesirable Dutch roll oscillation.
3. Aileron effectiveness followed the expected trend of producing
primarily roll control at low flap deflections and primarily yaw con-
trol at high flap deflections.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration_
Langley Field, Va., June 3, 1960.
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Figure 19.- Aileron hinge moment out of the region of ground effect.
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Figure 19.- Continued.
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Figure 20.- Directional stability and dihedral effect in steady-level-
flight transition out of the region of ground effect.
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Figure 22.- Aileron effectiveness in steady-level-flight transition.
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Figure 23.- Rudder effectiveness in steady-level-flight transition.
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